Telcaria has been working with OpenDaylight (ODL) since the first release (Hydrogen).

Telcaria has collaborated in the implementation of the NetIDE modules for ODL (to guarantee backwards compatibility with other SDN platforms and apps) and has taught theoretical and practical aspects of ODL in University and tailored courses.

For more information, see Telcaria’s expertise below:

**Master and Specialist Degree in NFV and SDN**
Telcaria has elaborated most of the practical material of the labs plus a previous introduction to the ODL architecture. Moreover, we prepare customized courses for clients.

**NetIDE and migration to ODL**
If you are planning on adopting SDN in your company, Telcaria offers ODL training courses and can help your organization with a specific plan based on your necessities.

**Support for new apps and use cases**
Do you have a specific SDN app or use case in mind and need help to develop it? In Telcaria, we offer support for your ideas as well!